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Bowling Green State University

Military reacts
to Polish strike
WARSAW, Poland (AP) Thousands of soldiers fanned out
over Poland yesterday to supervise preparations for winter and
"maintain law and order" as the
nation's strike wave surged
toward a new crest.
"The situation in the country is
beginning to slip out of control,"
the popular Warsaw daily Zycie
Warszawy said in a grim, frontpage commentary.
With
strikes
and
demonstrations affecting some
two-thirds of Poland's 49 provinces, the mounting protests appeared to be the most serious
since the worker upheaveal that
spawned the independent labor
federation Solidarity in August
1980.
LOCAL SOLIDARITY officials
reported new protests in Konin,
Lomza and near Katowice in defiance of renewed government
demands for an end to strikes to
save the country from "disastrous
consequences."

Communist authorities earlier
had sounded dark warnings of
martial law if the labor unrest
continued, but the government's
action yesterday was seen, initially, as strickly an economic
measure
There was some apparent progress, however, in talks aimed at
ending long-standing disputes in
Zyrardow, just west of Warsaw
and in southwestern Zielona Gora,
where thousands were off the job.
DESPITE AN ATTEMPT by
Solidarity to defuse local anger
over food shortages and other
issues through a one-hour nationwide protest scheduled Wednesday, no end was in sight to the
wildcat walkouts.
An army spokesman said most
of the three-to four-man
auadrons of officers and seasonenlisted men dispatched to the
villages and towns were in place
yesterday, but it was too early to
tell what tasks they faced.

Director claims campusclimatehostileto women
by Kathleen Kosher
News staff reporter

The University environment is
not a comfortable place for
women according to Susan Arpad,
Director of Women's Studies, who
is angry about it.
—*
Arpad presented findings from
a survey backed by Funds for the
Improvement of Post Secondary
Education to the Human Relations Commission yesterday. She
said the University permits,
perhaps even promotes, feelings
of fear in equality, intimidation
and degradation among University women.
The Every Woman's Guide to
Colleges and Universities survey,
conducted in 1981, questioned
whether women are receiving the
same services that men receive at

all American colleges and universities.
"MY ANSWER IS NO. , that
women do not receive equitable
treatment at BGSU." she said.
Equal educational opportunities
are not provided for women, she
said, nor are there enough women
in decision-making positions to
Eresent adequate role models for
iniversity women.
Arpad said 47 percent of all
part-time faculty at the University are women, 24 percent of fulltime faculty are women and only
16 percent of those have tenure.
"The impact overall is a
definite statement that women do
not receive equitable treatment at
BGSU... in light of the fact that 64
percent of the student population
is women." Arpad said.
During the 1980-81 academic

year Arpad said Campus Safety
and Security reported two rapes
and 18 assaults at the University.
But five rapes were reported to
Arpad and she said she suspects
many more were committed but
not reported
THE UNIVERSITY does not collect statistics about violence
against women, she said. "When
the statistics are available, they
are not disseminated." This
causes women to live in fear, unsure of what is a rumor or what is
truth.
The general climate on campus
is sexist, Arpad charged, and it is
wrong for women to have to plead
for respect. She believes they
should demand respect in the
"meat market" atmosphere of
campus dating.
Arpad urged HRC members to

develop some kind of office,
organization or ad hoc committee
to investigate women's issues,
such as the high rate of positive
Eregnancy tests performed at the
lealth Center and University Activities Organization sponsored
films that glorify the mutilation of
women.
LACK OF INFORMATION provided by the University about
violence against women is a
political statement that means the
University would rather quash
talk about sexism than deal with
it, Arpad explained. Rumors and
incidents have been brought to
her attention she said because the
Women's Studies program has
become the center for many problems when there is no other
place for women to go.

Another woman asked HRC for
help in developing incentive programs and training sessions for
University classified employees.
Suzanne Andrews, chairwoman of
the Personnel Steering Committee, presented findings of a survey
her group administered to 1200
classified employees to identify
unresolved human relations
issues.
While 60 percent of the
employees said they like the
University, they expressed a need
for better communications
between classified staff and all
others as well as some type of incentive program
CLASSIFIED EMPLOYEES nre
hired through the state civil service system to work a job
classification for five years. Each
year, the employee enters a new

step of the job, accompanied by a
20-cent-an-hour raise, Andrews
explained.
When the five-year program is
over, the employee either moves
to another job classification or
leaves the University.
The only incentive available
now is longevity pay, she explained, which offers a pay increase for
the first year equivalent to 2.5 percent of the base salary of the first
step of the program. If the
employee continues to work at the
University for additional years,
the incentive pay is two to three
cents an hour more.
Andrews called this insulting.
HRC concluded it will make
recommendations about these
issues at the next regular
meeting.

Reagan races to re-arm nation
by David Sigworth
News staff reporter

staff photo by Dais Omort

Dr. Benjamin N. Muego spoke last night about the Nuclear Arms Race. The event
was sponsored by the Social Justice Committee.

Weather

Inside

Cloudy. High in the low 60s,
low In the low 40s. 30 percent
chance of rain.
i-

Soviets
compare
presses
page 3

Concerned students, faculty
and citizens turned out in good
number to Hanna Hall last
night to learn about the arms
race. But the numbers given
were not considered good by
many in attendance.
The program, sponsored by
the Social Justice Committee,
was given by Dr. Benjamin N.
Muego, assistant professor of
international relations and lecturer for the Foreign Service
Institute of the State Department.
Muego detailed the second
phase of President Reagan's
program for the "Rearmming
of America," which follows the
first-phase decision to construct the neutron bomb.
INCLUDED in the plan,
Muego said, is the construction
of:
• 100 MX missiles, each with
the capacity of 10 to 14
warheads. These missiles will
be housed by 1986 in 36 harden-

Homecoming
weekend
page 4

ed silos, which currently house
Titan and Minuteman missiles.
• 100
Hi penetration
bombers, to replace the "aging" B-52s.
• new squadrons of F-15s.
• at least one Trident submarine each year, to be equipped with a new breed of
missiles.
• 500 to 600 sea-launched
Cruise missiles.
The cost of this development
will be about $180.3 billion, he
said, which will boost defense
spending to $368 billion by 1986.
"This represents the largest
single increase in defense spending in the history of this country, at least in peacetime,"
Muego said.
REAGAN'S reasoning for the
increase, Muego theorized, was
his belief that the Soviet Union
has gained superiority over the
United States.
Under this presumption, he
said, "The United States could
very well be the subject of an
ultimatum from the Soviet

Union. .. and we would have to
submit."
Closing that "window of
vulnerability" was a campaign
vow of Reagan, he added.
But, Muego said, "Most
military analysts on both sides
of the curtain point out there is
relative equivalence or parity
at this time."
MUEGO listed several patterns and assumptions behind
the arms race: the build-up is
propelled by mutual fear; national security is enhanced by
the acquisition of arms; each
party to the competition is extraordinarily sensitive to advances of the other; the fear
that one might undermine the
strategic balance, thereby
making the other vulnerable to
attack; national security can
be purchased and the price is
never too high.
This has led to a world
military budget that equals the
annual income of 1.8 billion people in the 36 poorest nation,
Muego said.

Falcons
lunge over
Rockets
page 10
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Opinion
Rape or consent..justly defined?
BOSTON-This city is talking
again about rape. The subject
keeps coming up, rather like a
sore we can't ignore and can't
heal.
Because of two highly charged
legal cases, we are arguing about
sexual violence and sexual consent, about superficial change and
ancient prejudices, about new
laws and old attitudes.
The current controversy was ignited just when it should have
been quelled: after two sentences
of rape were handed down. In one
case, three doctors were convicted by a jury of raping a nurse.
In a second case, after pleabargaining, five young men pleaded guilty to the rape of a 40-yearold woman.
The doctors who knew the
nurse, and the young men who
had met the woman at a bar, all
maintained that the women were
willing participants, not victims.
The prosecution in both cases called it rape; the defense called it
"consensual sexual adventure."
Despite the conviction of the
doctors and the guilty plea of the
five young men, it was lingering
doubt about "consent" which cast
the longest shadow over these
cases.
Because of the doubt of colleagues, one of the doctors, out of
jail on appeal, was given glowing
letters of recommendation by
superiors at the Harvard Medical
School and even at the hospital
where he and the nurse had worked. These letters-which never
mentioned the rape convictionssmoothed his way into another
hospital in Buffalo, N.Y.

Focus
by Ellen Goodman
Syndicated Columnist

Because of the doubt of a judge,
all five of the young men who
pleaded guilty to gang rape were
given suspended sentences and
$500 fines. These fines were to be
paid at a rate of $5 a week.
Of course, we might never have
noticed these addenda of doubt,
these bizarre footnotes to the
judicial process.
But a few weeks ago the doctor
with the perfect resume was accused of rape and assault by two
more women who had been patients. Then last week, the judge
who accepted the plea-bargain of
gang rape discovered that such a
light sentence was probably illegal as well as unconscionable.
An outraged public did not agree
that it was enough, as he claimed,
to "put the fear of God into these
guys.
These two cases were enough to
jog our minds into thinking about
what has and hasn't changed, in
the law, in society, in our minds.
In the law, rape is defined neatly, as intercourse without consent.
But consent is much tougher to
define. The best of the new rape
laws no longer allow testimony
about a woman's sexual history.
Yet in many minds there are only
two sorts of victims: the virginal
and the questionable.
These same new laws use stair-

Militant or moderate?
Focus
by Art Buchwald
Syndicated Columnist

One of the most fascinating
things to watch in world politics is
how once-militant governments
suddenly become "moderate"
ones and vice-versa. Prof.
Heinrich Applebaum of
the'lnstitute for Political Spectrums" keeps track of who are the
militants and moderates on the
global scene.
When someone from the media
wants to know how to refer to a
personality, or a country, or
organization, he first checks with
Applebaum, who charges a $2.00
fee for each consultation.
Curious as to how Applebaum
arrived at his conclusions, I
visited his office. On one entire
wall he had a detailed map of the
world. It was covered with white
pins, red pins, blue pins and black
Eins. On another wall, he had a
irge blackboard, listing various
rebel organizations.
"The white pins stand for
'moderates,' the red pins for
'militants,' the blue pins for
'freedom fighters' and the black
pins for 'fanatical militants'," Applabaum explained. "Now any
country that's anti-Soviet, no matter what its ideology, is considered to have a 'moderate'
regime.
"And a country that has thrown
in its lot with the Soviets is con-

sidered 'militant' and gets a red
pin. The blue pins are reserved for
movements trying to overthrow a
pro-Soviet regime, and black pins
are for groups trying to overthrow
a pro-American government."
"That seems simple enough," I
said.
"It's not as easy as you might
think. Take Kadafi of Libya. A
few years ago, because of his oil
fields, he was consisidered a
'moderate.'
He was exporting revolution at
the time, but he wasn't bothering
the U.S. So I gave him a white pin.
Then he started putting out death
contracts on Libyan students in
the United States and I had to
change his classification to a
fanatic."
"II took a long time for you to
recongizt what he really was," I
said.
"You don't have any pin in
Iraq," I said.
"Iraq presents a problem.
They're fighting Iran, and being
supplied by France, Italy and the
Soviet Union. They're also selling
their oil to the West. We really
don't have a pin to fit this kind of
situation, so we've decided to ignore them."
"That manes sense, ' 1 said.
Someone came in and handed
Applebaum a message.
He went over to the blackboard
and erased the word 'totalitarian'
against South Africa, and replaced it with'moderate.'
"Whatgives. "Iasked.
"It's a personal favor to the
United Nations Ambassador
Jeane Kirkpa trick."
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case sentences to differentiate
between levels of crime. Yet in
many minds there are only two
levels of rape: the "real" rape by
a stranger with a knife in a back
alley, and the questionable rape
by an acquaintance.
According to FBI statistics, one
out of every three women in this
country can expect to be sexually
assaulted. Of those who are
raped, 60 percent will be raped by
someone they know. Yet, virtually
every rape defense between peoEle who are not strangers will
inge on whether or not he forced
her, whether or not she
"consented."
Until recently few women would
report a rape by someone they
knew. The ex-wife, the hitchhiker,
the woman who had met a man at
a singles' bar, the college student
who was unable to stop petting
from turning into intercourse,
silently blamed herself.
Now women are much more
likely to know rape, to label it, accuse it. And men continue to talk
about false accusations and about
the "fine line" between consent
and force.
The two cases here show the
changes in attitudes and laws that
have encouraged women to report
rape, encouraged the prosecution
of rape and even the convictions,
They also show the power of traditional doubts:
The doubts about the woman
who wasn't battered in submission by a stranger. The doubts
about the women who said yes on
Tuesday and "no" on Wednesday.
The doubts about the woman who
called it sex with one man and
rape when he invited friends for a
"party."
Rape trials often pit her word
against his. The criteria for conviction are, and should be, stringent. But until we erase those
pervasive cultural doubts about
rape itself, we will read more
about glowing recommendation
letters for rapists and $5 a week
penalties for those who plead guilty.

News stokes constitution fire?
The Faculty Senate-student
constitution battle rages on, but
the battle seems hottest in the
pages of The BG News than
elsewhere.
I am writing in reference to
Clint Garber's "Focus" column of
October 16. There seems to be
some question about the assignment of "Focus" status to letters
to the editor. Professor Richard
Ward wrote (October 13) that he
thought that the longer letters
were considered to be "Focus"
columns, and that my letter of October 9 should have been the
"Focus" instead of Clint Garber's
of the same date because mine
was longer.
Mr. Garber in his second letter
argued that his letter was longer.
It turns out that his was longer
than mine (by four lines) as it appeared in the News. However, my
letter had been edited. I do riot
know if Mr. Garber's, letter was
edited, but the possiblity exists
that mine was edited so that his
letter would get the "Focus"

Focus
by Steve Piehler
University Student

assignment.
It so happens that Mr. Garber's
views are in agreement with those
of the News. Please note that both
"Focus" columns of October 16
followed the News' line of thought
as well. You may draw your own
conclusion.
I must also object to the nature
of the editing of my letter. I
realize that the News reserves the
right to condense all letters, but
some of my best points were omitted. Some of the deleted material
was unnecessary, but some was
important to the ideas I was attempting to express
• I wonder if '"Focus" columns
are edited. Some of Mr. Garber's
second letter was, frankly,
hogwash. His comparisons of the

Faculty Senate's vote and Professor David Roller's letter to
Henry VIII and Watergate were
so ridiculous that I will say no
more about them.
In his next-to-final paragraph,
Mr. Garber says that the students
have lost something because of
the Faculty Senate's vote. We
have lost nothing! As Professor
Roller has already pointed out,
the Senate's vote is against new
representation
on faculty
committees-committees which
debate such matters as tenure
and promotion. We will lose no
seats on committees in which we
are already represented.
The case for the Faculty
Senate's vote has been previously
well-made by Michael McCullough in a letter which appeared in the News on October 9.
If students want more power
regarding faculty tenure and promotion,' perhaps the ins true tod
evaluation forms we fill out every
quarter could be used more effectively.

LettersGroups unite for
common objectives
To Steve, (and the rest of the
league, whoever and wherever
they may be) I really enjoyed the
first few lines of you letter, but I
find the rest of it quite confusing.
Wait a minute! I get it now. You
were being a funny guy. I thought
it was clever the way you sided
with Ms. Treesburgs letter at
first, and ended up claiming your
civil rights had been violated by
Women for Women.
The only question I have felt in
my mind, Steve, is do you feel that
the advertisement referred to in
Ms. Treesburg's letter is in poor
taste? Do you think that advertisements luce these reinforce prejudices towards women? If so,
what can we do? Do you think that
the League for Chromosal Equality can encompass all social
movements under one organization, and hand in hand solidify the
pillars of justice and social equali-

Respond,
If you would like to comment
on something in the News or
anything of interest to the campus or community, write to the
News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triple
spaced and signed. Please include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters to the editor
should not be longer than 200
words and columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in had taste,
malicious or libelous. All are
subject to condensation.
The letters are the individual
opinions of the writers and the
accuracy of their statements
has not been checked by the
News.
Address your comments to:
Editor of the BG News, 106
University Hall.

ty? Do you think that we can begin
a new organization where all
members interests are equally
represented?
Let's look at the University. Do
you think the Latin Student Union,
Black Student Union, Women in
Business,
Choice, College
Republicans, Women for
Women...etc. would all join
together and form People for People? Ah, wouldn't that be nice.
Since our campus (or country)
has not, as of this letter,
developed such an organization,
consciousness raising groups
have had to develop. The objectives of these organizations are
not only to unite themselves
around their common objectives,
but also to inform the rest of society about prejudices and injustices
in order to create change.
Patrick McHugh
on-campus mailbox 3481

art no human hand can improve."
Our dramatist must have
something more than wackiness;
and in fact his is not wacky at all.
On the contrary, he is one of the
The director of the University world's great rationalists.
Theatre production, Moliere's
"Imaginary Invalid," has said
True, Moliere likes to emthat the play is a mixture of the phasize his points by a highly
Marx Brothers and "Saturday stylized dialogue, usually of two
Night Live." This is bad enough, characters in confrontation; and
but when the Sentinel-Tribune he does not shrink from methods
prints a headline beginning that are plainly farcical; but the
"Wacky Comedy...," it is time to point of the scene, the punch line,
call a halt.
customarily contains a fundamenIf Moliere is one of the world's tal insight into human nature.
great dramatists, he is inadequately praised by identifying The conclusions of Moliere's
him with nonsensical entertainers plays, including this one, may be
or trivial topical humorists. Ber- quite absurd, but the idea is not to
nard Shaw, who liked to scoff at replace logic with nonsense,
Shakespeare, paid homage to rather, his purpose is to emMoliere; in reference to the Don phasize the idiocy of the main proJaun theme, he mentioned blem, which is the fallibility and
"Moliere and Mozart, upon whose irrationality of human nature.

Wacky Comedy?
time to call a halt

by Garry Trudeau
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BG log*
MORTAR BOARD will meet
The UNIVERSITY JAZZ
at 8 p.m. in 203 Hayes Hall. All SYMPOSIUM will present a
members are welcome.
master saxophone class with
guest jazz artist Andrew White
The SPANISH CLUB will at 11:30 a.m. today in Bryan
hold a Spanish conversation Recital Hall at the Moore
hour at 6 p.m. at Dino's Pizza. Musical Arts Center.
Everyone is welcome.

Editor's Note: Due to production problems resulting from a
computer breakdown and an Insufficient number of production
employees, this portion of the
News was not filled. The News
regrets the Inconvenience.

MINORITY STUDENTS
interested in attending

THE UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN LAW SCHOOL
(among the country's finest law schools)

meet and talk with minority
law student representative
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30,1981
1:30 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
in
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Soviet visitors compare communications
by David Sigworth
News staff reporter

said. But the American press
views the situation differently
because of inherent differences in
East met West in the Education ideologies, she said.
Building Monday, as two visiting
Soviet citizens squeezed time into
"WE HAVE information about
a busy schedule to field questions your country and usually we
from a University journalism criticize (in the press) the steps of
class.
your government in dealing with
The two visitors are part of a 25- foreign affairs," Homchenko addmember delegation visiting the ed, through Semenikhina, the only
United States for one week. After English speaking of the two.
arriving in Washington DC. the
delegation was split into three But, Semenikhina said, "The atgroups and flown to Toledo, titude of the Soviet people to
Pasadena, Calif., and Austin, Tex- America is very warm.
Asked if the United States is
as.
Since the arrival Thursday of what they expected, Homchenko
the eight sent to Toledo, the said she "previously thought the
Soviets have shopped, visited, United States was a country of
been guests at dinners and met skyscrapers - all over the counwith the Toledo Chamber of Com- try. We first came to Washington.
merce and Mayor Doug DeGood. And then we came to Toledo. The
THE TWO to visit the Universi- picture is quite clear.
ty, Natalia Semenikhina and "THE UNITED STATES is a
Valentina Homchenko. answered country, in general, that looks like
a wide range of questions from the Toledo," she added, causing an
mass communications class outbreak of groans and chuckles
taught by Dr. Larry Jankowski, from the students.
assistant professor of journalism
and member of the team hosting Semenikhina was very short in
describing the Soviet reaction to
the Soviets.
Semenikhina told the class that the American hockey victory over
the Soviet press varies little in the Soviets in the 1980 Winter
concept from the American press. Olympics.
"In general, the press and the "There was a regret," she said.
media is helping us to com- The two presented the class a
municate and get information package of slides and accompanyabout what is going on," she said. ing cassette on the 1980 Summer
"Our Soviet press bears the same Olympics, held in Moscow. They
goals and ideals (as the American also gave a book, "A
Geographical Survey of the Soviet
press)."
The Soviets are kept updated on Union,' which will be placed in
the situation in Afghanistan, she the University library.

PIZZA INN
TUESDAY NIGHT BUFFET
5:00 to8:00 p.m.

$2.99
SALAD SPAGHETTI PIZZA
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Pizza inn*
Stadium Plaza

staff photo by Dal* Omorl

Natalia Semenkhina pauses as a student asks a question
while Valentina Homchenko waits for a translation. The two
are Soviet citizens touring Northwest Ohio.
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The price
of style
down!
Save $20 or more on SILADIUM

College Rings ...now only #79.95
SILADIUM rings produce the
brilliant lustre of a fine jeweler's
stainless.
Men's and women's Siladium
rings are on sale this week
only through your
ArtCarved representative.
A visit to the ArtCarved

College Ring table will give you
the chance to see the full
collection of rings for the fall.
But hurry on over... this sale
runs for a limited
time only.
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Homecoming
Happenings

Basil Kochan, Von Regan Davis and Mark Hancock, part of a crowd of 21,000, calibrate alter BG's first touchdown.

~w~

Patty Wise was elected the 1981 Senior Representative.

Steve Steele, a member of the BQ marching band.
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revlorYs "charlie

Charlie's Greatest Colors on Earth Collection
presents "Charlie's Shadow Box," just 8.50 with
, any 5.00 minimum Charlie purchase.

STATE EOEUD HAS
5QA1E GREAT JOBS JM
DATA PROCESSING.
75 to be exact. And, they're waiting
for someone like you to fill them.
State Farm has one of the largest
computer operations in the country so
it's one of the best places to start your
career in Data Processing.
You don't have to be a data processing major to interview for these jobs.
But, you do need a minimum of six
credit hours in data processing and
related courses.

of the companies.
State Farm offers good wages and
benefits including a cost of living
adjustment that automatically adjusts
your salary to increases in the consumer price index.
Data processing at State Farm.
A good job, with good pay and good
fringe benefits. Check it out. It may
be the best possible place to start
your career.
To get details on career opportuniWE TRAIN YOU. As a new employee ties in data processing, write Ron
you'll receive 16 weeks of training
Prewitt, Assistant Director, Home Office
(starting in January or June) to familPersonnel Relations, One State Farm
iarize you with our systems operation Plaza, Bloomington, Illinois 61701
and its related software. After comple- or contact your Campus Placement
tion of the training program, you'll get Director, or visit the State Farm Reinvolved with the day-to-day work flow cruiter on campus November 10,1981.
The Greatest Colors on Earth
Collection, new stolen-fromnature shades lor eyes, lips and
nails Charlie's Shadow Box, an
autumn array of 16 eye
shadows with two double end
applicators comes in a handy
easel-back mirrored travel box
Just 8.50 with any 5.00

minimum Charlie purchase Fall
collection ot colors Fresh
Eyecolor Frost, Goldtrost Olive
or Bronze, 5.00
Fresh Eyecolor Sotttrost,
Mushroom or Auburn, 5.00
Extra Shine Lipstick, Coral

Berry, 3.00
Real Live Blush, Spice, 6.00
Slushiest Blush, Dusty
Red. 7.50
Eye Pencils, Green or
Kohl, 4.75
Cosmetics (D34]

Berry, 5.25
Extra Shine Nail Color, Coral

mccys

INSURANCE

k.

30

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES
Home Office* Bloomington. Illinois
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON T REVCO COUPON J

REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

SAVE 50C

SAVE 30C

SAVE 14C

SAVE 300

SAVE 68C

-lu&Ll
UXKMnOfl
ttanpoo,

Clairol
Op Clairmist
Condition J | ^ Hair
Shampoo
Spray
Color Treated,

Dry, Extra Body,
Normal or Oily
16 II. oz.
Rtvco's low, everyday
discount price $2.19 aa.

ONLY

*1

69

I I
II

ea.

WITH THIS COUPON
LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
Off* Qood thru 12O01 •! «M
BowUng Qraan Ravoo atora only

II

"REVCO

Pepsodent
Toothbrush

*1

19

ONLY

ea.

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON.
Offer flood thru 12O01 tt tha
Bowling OnMn Ravco Mora only

Gillette Atra

Hard Adult. Medium Adult
or Soft Adult
Revco's low, everyday
discount price 73c aa.

WITH THIS COUPON

nanoo feaetves the right to HroH quantities.

\ need all

DM'

Regular or
Unscented
8 ft oz.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $1.49 aa.

II
II ONLY
II

SAVE 94C

59

ONLY
ea.

#

LIMIT ONt PtR COUPON
On* good thru 12TMI at In*
Bowling QfMn Ravco flora only

0

$ 89

ONLY

2

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
0"a< good Ihru 120*1 at ina
Bowling Qraan Ravco atora only

*1

■ "
0 \

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
OMar good tnru 12M01 at Hw
Bowling Oman Ravco alore onty

BOWUNG GREEN
Crossroads Plaza, 1135 S. Main St

352-5297

49

ONLY

WITH THIS COUPON

llama available vmMe quantities lest

25th

4 fl. OZ.
Revco's low, everyday
discount price $2.27

Ravco's low, everyday
discount price $1.79

WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

Robitussin DM

CARTRIDGES
5s

.5 fl. oz.
Ravco's low, everyday
discount price S3.63

*1

59

WITH THIS COUPON
/

%

LIMIT ONE PER COUPON
OHer good mm 12061 al m*
Bownng Oman Ram atOf* only

0

Copyrtghl C 1tt1 by fftevoo D.S., Inc.
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ELECTION NOTICE
Advisory Committee on
Editor's Note: DIM to production problems resulting from a
computer breakdown and an insufficient number of production
employees, this portion of the
News was not filled. The News
regrets the Inconvenience.

General Fee Allocations
An «l«ctien a* bo held an Frtetoy, Ne.eweer IS. Ml. la noma lour (4) undargcoduota itudentt and
or* (I) erooWe iludanl a. al-larae mamb.r. or rh. Advliory Commrftee on Oanafol Fa. Alkxolrom
Student, who or. ktfereeMd m hn»lii| HII.UI.III far .l.ctior. la AC&fA or. required to Ma I
■WMmant of candidacy ond eoBHori term, which will ba ovolloWa In m. OfNca ol m. Oaan ol
Student.. IDS Student Sarvlcaa luaelna. an Monday, October 3*. mi Gemel.lod farm muii ba
returned to*** aHIca by Widniiei|, He iiabir 4, Ml.

•

•

ba MMtata or aart-Nm ibjdinli. Howavar, part, time •tudann mutt hove baan
rto»» tartiaj ar Ulrair Qweraj. (o ba aJMbia for alacWen to ACCf A. Condtdote.
All
must be loajrelerad mttmm far the planned law, at offka which to ma MI-MI or.od.mk
ba carlMad m la mek ■■■».»», by iha ACCf A HacNon Committee
Tha ACOf A BacHan Comn.ru.. will conduct ma election ond will rule on violation, or election pro
codt^.Co»«e.o.o)ieArCO«ABortr.»»t*ori.Waeto^
tha Oaon a> Sfudant.. SOS Student Service. SuHdlnq.

A T C. Sorority will
for
■J **■ Vy be
he collecting
colle!
UNICEF during the week
of Halloween in the
Union Foyer. They will
also be trick or treating
forUnicefSat.Oct.3lSt
with the Black Love children.
All donations will be greatly
appreciated.

B.B. Radiator
20% off on recorded radiators
25% off new radiators
2 yr. guarantee on recores.
520 S. Maple 352-5133

j

n

•WALK-INS WELCOME"
I* M 6 TUES A TMUHS 8 A SAT 8
181(B)S. MAIN

preterit

o debate on

State Issue One
Amendment To Permit
Private Insurers To Writ*
Workers' Compensation

/

-5 PM
UAO OFFICE
3rd Floor Union
For more
info
call
372-2343

'00 APPOINTMENTS 0*113%? 410* OR J52 4143
WED

e gas heat
e swimming pool
e party room
e game room
e sauna

•a*-, eve*, (eaten C

"ALL FACETS OF COSMETOLOGY"
MON

e all utilities included
except lights
e laundry facilities
available
214 Napoleon 352-1195

STUDENT
BODY WEEK
1981

TODAY!

"THE SALON OF THE FUTURE"
OFFERS YOU
•HAIR DESIGNS * COSMETICS
e BEARD & MUSTACHE DESIGNS
• PERMANENT WAVING
e MEN'S HAIRSTYLING
e RECONDITIONING

SPECIAL TWO PERSON RATE

1 Bedroom Aptv 1 Bedroom Apt*. Efficiencies
FURNISHED or UNFURNISHED

At Dino's Pizza, 6 p.m.
Come And Meet
A Friend!

CABARET
DIRECTOR
APPLICATIONS
ARE DUE

=»=v

MEADOWVIEW COURT
Nt~ —, APARTMENTS

SPANISH
CONVERSATION
HOUR TONIGHT

1

STUDENT
BODY
CONSTITUTION

Wednesday, October 21
— *Mp.m.—
ClW»,tll»(MrW)
Irenrenmy Ueioa
rher'uMcfilnvIM
Ho Admi»,on Chaigm

PATRICK NG

VOTE TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 3, 1981

Pronounced "Eng'
Democrat
EDUCATION: Graduated with Bachelor and Master
Degrees in Civil and Structural Engineering from the
University of Toledo, Ohio.
BUSINESS: Registered Professional Engineer and,
Surveyor. Owner of PATRICK and ASSOCIATES, a
local consulting engineering and surveying firm serving Municipal and Private clients in all phases of
surveying and engeering work.
MEMBER: British Institution of Civil Engineers.
American Society of Civil Engineers.
KiwanisClub
OUHCfr
B.G.S.U. Ethnic Studies Adv. Council.
FAMILY: Wife — Jenny
Children-Clement 17, Clifford 14

NG

He Knows His Job & The People He's
Privileged To Represent

POIIIICI llMllHWI

Bowling Green Democratic City Council Members
Patrick Ng, Patricia McGinnis. Joyce Kepke, Bruce Bellard, Charles Barrel!, Joseph

PREAMBLE
All across the United States, many cities of Bowling Green residents expresses
are in crisis. Municipal budgets are being "satisfaction with city government."
Like any other community, Bowling Green
drastically cut. Public employees are being
laid off. Municipal services are being curtail- is not without problems, but these issues,
ed. Municipal bond ratings are dropping na- when they arise, are being dealt with in a
systematic, sensible and fiscally responsible
tionally
In Bowling Green, this is not the case. The manner.
Our good state of affairs exists in no small
City of Bowling Green continues to operate efficiently within its means. Municipal serv partbecause the Democratic membners of
ices have been maintained or improved Council have given unselfishly of their time
without an increase in taxes to local and service. Along with Mayor Perkins and
residents. The economic climate of the city Council President Bruce Barrel!, Hoyce
remains healthy. A sense of community and Kepke, Joseph Corral, Patrick Ng and
spirit of cooperation has been preserved. The Patricia McGinnis have proven that "They
overall quality of life in our town continues to Have Earned Our Trust" apd our continued
improve. In a recent survey,over 80 per-cent support.

Oln.rmo.NQ Pi G.r> H..y Hot. H... L.«n Kr.mer

"U« Junlp*iOr.,BowlirrgOraM,.0>llo43«n

THEY SHOOT
SENIORS,
DON'T THEY?

Re-Elect These Democratic Officeholders

X

Charles Barrell

X

Joyce Kepke

X

Bruce Bellard

X

Patricia McGinnis

Ai-Laree Council

X

Joseph Corral

X

Patrick Ng

Fii.l Ward Council

AI-Law 9* Council

Third Ward Council

SENIOR YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
Second Ward Council

•

Fourth Ward Council

They Have Earned Our Trust!

Bowling Green Democratic Committee: Sue Kinder and Richard Newlove, co-chairs
126 N. Prospect St. Bowling Green, Ohio
rwme.iMv.rti

MAKE
YOUR
APPOINT
MENT.

now

CALL
THE KEY OFFICE
310 STUDENT SEVICES
372-0086
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Bomb explodes, Lebanese fear violence
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - A car bomb
packed with steel nails exploded Monday
on a shaded, residential lane in Christian
East Beirut. Police said it killed one person and wounded 20 others.
It was the first bombing in the Christian sector of the divided city in six
weeks, and many residents feared it
signaled another round of terrorists warfare between rival militias in the half
Christian, half Moslem nation.
That fear was bolstered later in the day
by an unidentified caller to a Western
news agency who vowed revenge for
Manday's blast "with a more violent explosion."
THE BOMB set 17 cars ablaze, beaved
four of them 15 yards into a pastoral pine
grove, and gouged a crater into the street
that was large enough to bury hah* of
another car. It shattered windows and
scattered debris over a five-square-block
area.
Police said the 88-pound car-bomb was
inside a German-made BMW. A leader of

a Christian militia said the bomb consisted of a hydrogen-based mixture that
is about SO percent more powerful than
TNT.
"This is Lebanon. People are killing
civilians for the sake of killing, to scare
us with death at any time," said a tearyeyed man who pointed to the smeared
splashes of drying blood that he said had
been shed by his wounded daughter.
The daughter was alive but cut in many
places by shards of glass, the man said.
AREA RESIDENTS said they were
perplexed at why the bomb was set off on
the lightly traveled street. They
speculated that the bombers were unable
to get through security checks to a more
crowded area and picked Secteur Street
at random.

Want to get
away and do
some shopping?

A two-week wave of car-bombings that
killed 146 people ended Sept. 17. Those attacks were centered in West Beirut
neighborhoods controlled by the
Palestine Liberation Organization and its
leftist Moslem allies.
Responsibility for those explosions was
claimed by an obscure group called "The
Front for the Liberation of Lebanon from
Foreigners."
A man claiming to represent the front
called the British news agency, Reuters,
following the Monday blast and said his
organization "will retaliate as soon as
possible with a more violent explosion."
Moslem groups claim that the front is a
cover for pro^Christian Israeli agents.
Christian leaders, in turn, accuse the
front of being a Moslem-dominated group
aimed at discrediting the Christians.

sponsored by
The Committee for the Preservation
ol White Space

leaving at 10 am
returning 8 pm
$7.00 fee
Sign up now in UAO office

J

The Student Body Constitution will remain only a few pieces of paper to
Bowling Green State University unless we have you. the student, behind
this document. Student Government has developed a Special Task Force
for any student regardless of class status, age, or prior involvement. The
responsibilities will be a combination of these positions poll workers,
seminar leaders, election 'go-fers.' student body week spirit leaders, and
publicity workers.
Please sign and complete the following form. Thank you for helping
Student Government. Because of your efforts, we will accomplish the goal
of establishing a new student government within the framework of this
proposed Constitution.
Name:,
Address «
Phone.
Check as many as you please: (poll workers are only needed for two hours)
Poll Workers
Student Body Spirit Leaders
Seminar Leader
Publicity workers
Election Go-fers'
Anything Goes
Please just tear this form and place it in a Campus Mailbox.
"Tell me, I forgot
Show me. I remember
Involve me, I understand"
Mandatory Meeting tor all interested parties. 8:00 Thursday 110 BA
If you can net attend, Please call SGA at 372-0324 or contact Mike Qrayson352-9300 o'Shelly Oltermen at 382-0781

Crazy George delivers from 11 a.m.
on so that you can enjoy

Brookdale Stables
Public Trail Riding
English & Western
Lessons
Boarding
Hay Rides
Party Facilities

Fairlane Mall Trip
Dearborne Michigan
Sat. Nov. 14th

SGAPOLL WORKERS
APPLICATIONS

655-2193

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75 Drive West To
2nd Crossroad. Turn South (Mitchell Rd.)
Next Crossroad Is Freyman Rd.
Turn East & Continue 200 Yds

PIZZA for
BREAKFAST
. .. or even lunch! We deliver pizza,
subs, salads, soups and our delicious
dinners from 11 a.m. Coll for delivery — then enjoy!

Fogliai's

11A.M.-12P.M.SUN-THURS
11 A.M.-1 A.M.FRI-SAT

14810 FREYMAN RD. - CYGNET
•BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for*
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

RE-ELECT

EAST
440 E.Court-352-1594

945 S. Main«352-7571

ELECTRIC PERFORMANCES,
GRAND FUN,
ELEGANTLY
RAUNCHY, UNEXPECTEDLY
TOUCHING:'

BRUCE He BELLARD
3rd WARD
COUNCILMAN
EXPERIENCE
Mombor. Bowling Gr**n City Council, 10 y*aro
(5 Himi) Proiidont City Council -o- 8 y*ar*
Sorvod on all Clly Council commlt»**t ov*r th*
yoars •xcopt th* Commit** on Financo»
Chairman of Council Utllltl** Commltt**. 1976
topr*s*nt
Roiidont. City of Bowling Gr**n — 40 y*or*

Expmrimnc*—Integrity—Hard Work
A Winning Combination
PoUtkol Advoclllomont — tollord tor Council. Don A. Cunningham, cholrmon. 610 Kenwood, oowllng Croon.

-Sheila Benson, LOS ANGELES TIMES

OUTRAGEOUSLY ENTERTAINING, BITCHILY FUNNY.
-David Ansen, NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE

//

WONDERFUL DIALOGUE,
HILARIOUS SEX SCENES,
BRILLIANT ACTING:

—Liz Smith,
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

RICH and FAMOUS
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Presents
A Jacquet-William Allyn Production A George Cukor Film

JACQUELINE BISSET CANDICE BERGEN
"RICH AND FAMOUS" DAVID SELBY HARTBOCHNER Music by GEORGES DELERUE
Screenplay by GERALD AYRES Based on a play by JOHN VAN DRUTEN Produced by WILLIAM ALLYN
rJil -*t~4B>~ Directed by GEORGE CUKOR MGM|& B.M....

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

ITkK Newt Octoeer 27. I9S|

Editor's Not*: Duo to production problems resulting Irom s
computsr breakdown and an Insufficient number of production
employees, this portion of the
News was not filled. The News
regrets the inconvenience.

Classifieds
CAMttltfCITY EVENTS
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS OCTOSER
27. IW1 730 Hi 112LIFESCIENCE
BOSU lludanta lor lift) (Mill hold an
organisation*! maattr-g lor tha 81-82
school yr on Ocl 26 at 730 In 107 Han
fta Hall All ne* mimoBH »«lcom«
SERVICES OFFERED

ABORTIONS
1-24 waaft Mmtnahon
appomtmanta mad*
7 days
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-321 «75
HYPNOSIS 10 slop smoking 12500
352S777
Computanzad original raaumas and
cova> lallara. tha coal efficiant way
Call Advancad Word Procasaing 3820430

ABORTION
TOIL FREE

9 am 10 pm
1-800-436-8039

F'M 'Ouima ^ynacok-gicai car* tor one

yaar for aomtn who at# willing lo par
tic.fjala m study comparing aspanmantal coniracaptiva aponga with
diaphragm For mora intormatton cat)
TolaOo Madical Saryioaa. 243-3179

town'a Haliowaan Blast PrUa*. fr«
popcorn 4 no cow with coatuma

PERSONALS

Custom, ac(awn-printed T-shirts and
sportswear lor your group or organize
don Lowest price, lastestdeli.ery Call
Tkn 363-7011

- Watch lor the opening of tha Char
rywood Haallh Spa
BKHtghSt

Single? Unattachad? Thews) are eligible
man and woman on campus and oil
that are searching lor Intimate relationships. You can meet tham through
subscribing to tha monthly publication
Of THE OATINO
SERVICES
CLASSIFIED JOURNAL. For your copy,
sand 16 lo. Dating Services P.O. Boa
3097. Cincinnati, Ohio 45201 Somoona
^staWktgtoryoutllACTNQW'

3529378
Halloween note

EUROPEAN COLOR SENSATION New Italian concept in hair coloring
delivers unbelievably lucloue blonde.
vibrant reda, and rich browns Let Command Performance give you an exciting
new too*' (And remember that our com
ptete performance halrcul - shampoo,
cut 4 blow-dry styling - ia only 89 with
color) 362-6616.

T Starts
TJMrta

Don I Misa II ■ Op-

Congratulations

Watch for the opening
Cheeywood Health Spa
836 High Si 352-9376

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brown
parents of
Teresa Brown
for being
selected

COULD EVER ASK FOR! LOVE MEOW.

AMayseeen.arwayecieeellKWtaCelw
Lauftdry.TW 6. te«se»-

To lay's daughter Will it be leas than
ona rear - Guess who'

Maufasteokly.lloveyow JR.

Jenny Aten: Congrelulationa on being
selected as a Sig Ep Qoidenhean!
Welcome to the house! I'rn looking forward 10 the good times ahead!
Qoldenheart Love 8 Mine. Shellee

To Big Mary and Big Cathleen. Thanks
for being our bigs We're glad to be a
part of the Alphe Delta P- family L 4 L
Your Litttee

THE GREAT HAIR SALE - Cadillacs
coal more than Chevettea, and Command Performance haircuts are not the
least expensive In town But our super
cuts are now lower-priced then ever
before: |uat 87 70 lo« haircut alone
(clean & unsprayed hair only)..81.60 tor
choice of shampoo and 83 60 for the
blow-dry styling that'll make you look
greet 362-6516

TOO MANY CLASSES* la your course
load interfering with gelling your hair
styled* Remember that Command Performance is open every weekday evening until 900 p.m - and 12:00 to 5 00 on
Sunday 352-6616

the

NEED WHEELS4 Sorry, we cant help
you with that problem But it's only a
abort walk to Command Performance,
where we can help you solve halrstyling
problems Stroll north on Thurstin to
Poe, left on Poe lo Main, and right on
Mam about 2 blocks. We're )uat this
side of Rinks and Krogers, neil lo State

Thai Jewelry Bon ia buying gold 6 silver
Tuee -Fri, 10-5. Now open Saturdays
12 5 133W WooeterSt.

to:

ol

Liquor Store. 36M6WJ.

Linda, I'm so glad I got to meet you.
You are a real culie Thanks lor a super
weahind. Love. Bill.
P.F.. S.L , CLEAVAGE. TEAZER, DANI,
KATHV. SANDi O • YOU QUYS SURE
EMBARRASSED ME. BUT YOU RE ALL
THE OREATFST FRIENDS ANYONE

Ooldersheert Pledge Class: Congratulaiiona! Welcome to the "Houee ol the
Heert" We're glad to have you aboard!
The lows end tun have fuel begun) Love.
Tliefaa»6ej»t*aa»la.
Matt, Then* Senla for helping the
Sweethearts thro rush and a big congrate lor being brother ot the month"

Sign Up Now for
Local Talent Auditions!

Parents of the Year.

Love the ATO urShV
Ski Parti CHy, Ulahll
QMtofcl CeH Rob 86*6636.

EXPERIENCE THE BEAUTY OF
SWEDEN! TODAY. AT 1:48 PM IN 17
Wll LIAMS HALL (BASEMENT. SLIDES
OF SWEDEN WILL BE SHOWN WITH A
STUDENT FROM SWEDEN CONDUCTING THE TOUR. THIS IS AN ADDITION
TO COFFEE HOURS. FROM 1:30-4.-00.
REFRESHMENTS SERVED.

AUDITIONS ARE:

Nov. 1 5:00-8:00
Side Door Union

MR. BOIANGLES

Prepare a 15 minute
audition of various types of music
or talent

Tues ■ Oct. 27

sign up in UAO Office Today!

WET-T-SHIRT

""'

t ««n_i.«a.gjtt.« 11 m i.i

►♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•

'

Illllllll

at Charlie's Blind Pig

CONGRATULATIONS TO ELAINE
SMITH
THE NEW SlGMA CHI
SWEETHEART, THE AX'S ARE BOTH
HAPPY 6 PFtOOPOF YOUl

AX SPIRIT IS IN THE AIR. SO ALL YOU
ACTIVES BEWARE! LOVE YOU FALL
PLEDGES.
SkS tie We were there! When «*-•
you! 02 Pledges

Musical Band need lor dinner dance on
Set. Dec. Set the BG Holiday Inn. Mime
group or entertainer also needed Fleilble on siteol groups Phone 362-6360
The BG News oeeda a PROFICIENT
TYPIST. Typesetting exp. helpful, but
not a must. Apply 106 Univ. Hall.
OVERSEAS JOBS Summertyear round.
Europe. S Amer.. Auslrelia, Asia All
llelds 8500-1200 monthly Sightseeing
Free info Write UC Bos 52-OH-3 Corona Pel Mar, CA 82626

Vocalist needed lor FIndley ere* rock A
roll bend. Cell 293-2733 alter 6 pm

1971 Plymouth Fury III Good maeh
cond. new tires, brahee t muffler 8376.

Cast J6»KM0 or 276-3158

20 gal.
aquarium w/power 4
undergrevel filters. Includes ell accessory s 2 piranhas. 8160. Call 372-

2466.

5cu. It. refrlg. wilrawa*. comp. 1st 890
takes Call352 2704or 364-1313
10 speed Raleigh Super Course, 27 in.
wheels needs new wheel 860 Call 3522704or 364-1313.

Sublet 1 bdrm ept. el Varsity Square.
Call Barb at 372-2601.
Room lor rent. Private bath, kit pttv.,
access lo washer end dryer. Avail.
Winter term 8100 plua 'A of utila. Cell
353-0311 persistently
Specious attractive 2 bdrm. apt., incl.
dishwasher
garbage
disposal,
cathedral ceiling and (urn Call 3532763.

l

$

1

ONE PAD

OFF

WATERCOLOR
DRAWING PAPER

12 i 16 or largor-llmlt ont pe>r coupon

-ALSO-

OIL PAINTING

FREE
-npr,^ CANVAS
WITH PUflCHASI ANY SIZE
MIR OF STRETCHERS - NO LIMIT

OALLKRY THRU
35 N RIVER NO., WATSRVILLE

American
Cancer I
Societyf

1. Are you an EFFICIENT
READER?
FAST? ACCURATE?
FLEXIBLE?

3. Do you nave an EFFECTIVE
VOCABULARY?
Use structural analysis?
Usa context cluaa?
4. la your COMPREHENSION
GOOD?
Recognize main thoughts?
Remember details?
Relate concepts?
Draw Inferences and
conclusions?

EDO 100: DEVELOPMENTAL
HEADING ■ 2 credit hrs.
(comprehension, vocabulary, and
study skills)
lEOCI 101: SPEED READtNO ■ 2 credit |hny

IF THE ANWER IS NO TO ANY OF THE ABOVE
QUESTIONS. YOU SHOULD CHECK OUT
EDO 100 OR EDCI lOl WINTER QUARTER

COUNCILMAN BARRELL'S
Achievements...

•"-»"

Expires Nov. 14, ItSI

GOT THE TIRED OP STUDYING BLUES?
2 Do you have GOOD STUDY
HABITS?
NOTETAKINQ? TIME
MANAGEMENT?
TEST TAKING? GOOD
RETENTION?

We want to cure cancer
in your lifetime.
■jam,

OUR NEW WEDNESDAY
NIGHT SPECIAL
FROM 4pm- 8pm
Build All Die Toco's you wont - Anyway you wont
em' from our TACO BAR. All kinds of toppings to
choose from. ^ Hftf 1m Nu9jet$ &rved

183 S. MAIN

PIEDMONT
APARTMENTS
TWO BEDROOM APTS.
■$250.0OFURNISH£D
AIL UTILITIES INCLUMD
IXCtPT LIGHTS

CHERRYWOOD
HEALTH SPA
Newly remodeled
featuring
exercise equipment,
indoor heated pool,
sauna, & whirlpool.
835 High St.
392.937a

CORNER OF aOUGH * S. MAIN .DOWNTOWN BG

..*»«»»».*».'

HISTORY

Past chairman (for 20 years) of BGSU's political sciene
departent, and past president of its chapter of the
American Association of University Professors.

COURSES Or SPECIAL INTEREST TO NON-MAJORS i WINTER, 1981

Enlisted man and officer, World War II.

301.

AMERICAN MILITARY HISTORY (4). American Military strategy, tactloe, policies, and Institutions since the
American Revolution.
(Mot open to students with credit in MILS 401.) MS 12:50-2:30. SKAGGS.

Negotiated gift of Carter Park to city.

302.

CRIME, POVERTY, and VIOLENCE In the 19th Century (4). Comparative development of professional police forces
end criminal Justice systems In America, England, and France. TR. 5:30-7:30. GRAHAM.

Led council in adoption of a new zoning ordinance.

303.

WORLD MAR II (4) . TF 12:30-2:30. ALSTON

Promoted Charter form of government for city.
President pro-tem of Council for past 8 years, presiding
when the presient is absent.

Re-elect Charles Barrel! Councilman-at-large on Nov. 3
"Working Harder Than Ever For You"
Barrel! for Council Committee
David G. Elsass and Bertha Younkin, co-chairs
722 N. Grove St., Bowling Green, Ohio

.

COIN-OPERATED COMMERCIAL
FOOSBALL MACHINE. MINT CONDITION. CALL MRS. BROWN 1 536-3566

BRING THIS FOR-

The BG News
Bowling Green's Only
Morning Daily

SJUUUUUuU IAIIIIUHI

HILPWAMTtD

3 tickets to Victor Sorgo Show, let row
ol P section 86 50 ea Cell Teresa 36207TS-

TEETER TOTTfft MARATHON
TEETER TOTTER MARATHON
UNION OVAL FRI. 6 SAT. OCT. 80-31.
SPONSORED BY CIRCLE K
Congratulalions Pam end Scott on your
engagement. The beet of luck lo She
both ot you. Love the Sisters of Phi Mu.

'We also type Resumes
and offer matching envelopes and stationery

1st Prize $100
2nd Prize $50
3rd Prize $25

;

Congrelulationa Elaine on being
choeen Sigma Chi Sweetheart! We love
you your pledge sisters.

Serving the Printing Needs of Students, Faculty and Staff of B.GS-U
in Quickprintinq

'

LSJU.SJLSJLS IIMMMIHIII

want more info? 2-2343

•Complete Printing and Copying 'Raised Print
•Plastic Laminating 'Spiral Binding 'Blue Prints
•Rubber Stamps 'Wedding Invitations
OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL
11 ISouth Main St. .Bowling Green
Phone 352-5762

LEGS CONTEST
Wednesday Oct. 28
miiujiiMiii.1111,

I.CAU37»4XsTJ6.

Computer typesetting
Over 120 typestyles available
INC.

Live Rock-N-Roll
5 Days A Week
This Week - Rush Hour

HURRY AND BUY A 1862 KEY YEARBOOK TODAY -- PRICE GOES UP JAM.

Home of the Resume Pros

**2S

contest

lllltlllllllll U g-ttAt-SJU I1.S.I t, 8 SJUJUUU

Nov. 2

8:00-11:00

Sublet 2 mv effec avail. Dec. 2e\ All
util pd Sl50fmo Call 362-2704 or 364HIS.
lor2F rmtee. for Winter Qtr turn. apt.
8318 Qtr. plus alec. Can 362-2280 after 5
p.m.

LOUNGE PERSONNEL APPLY AFTER
5 PM DALLAS V.

SENIORSMTIME 18 RUNNING OUT TO
GET YOUR PORTRAIT TAKEN FOR
THE 1862 YEARBOOK. THE KEY. CALL
372-0088 TODAY.

Deadline Oct. 30-8 P.M.

NEEDED: 1 F rmte. to aub-leaae apt
Call 36?-4926 after 3:30 pm.
IF rmte. winter 6 spring qtr to Share
apt with 3 F. Ouiat 6 clean 8100/mo.
pluaulil 353 5063
*

305.

THE BIBLE AS HISTORY: OLD TESTAMENT (4). Major problems of text, content, and context. TR 7:30-9:30. DALY.

306.

History of OHIO (4). TP 8:30-10:30. WRIGHT.

310.

MODERN LATIN AMERICA (4). Major features of modern Latin American society. TR 2:30-4:30. THOMAS.

•

323.

History of AMERICAN JOURNALISM (41. The historical role of Journalism in American life. MM 2:30-4:30. STE

325.

BUSINESS HISTORY of tha United States (4). TMRP 11:30. SEAVOY.

330.

PRACTICUM IN HISTORY (2). Practical exercises for prospective primary- and eecondary-level teachers of history
and social studiee. M 12.30-2:30. PORSE.

357.

ENGLISH ORIGINS of AMERICAN LAN (41 . English legal development and Its contribution to the American legal
system. TMMT Hi30. KNOX.

382.

CHINESE CULTURE end INSTITUTIONS (4). HTRP 9:30. KANASHIMA.

391.

AMERICAN PRESIDENTS (4). Biographical study of recent U.S. preeldents which teeta the value of behavioral models
In predicting presidential performance. MM 2 130-4130. ROLLER.

391.

History of AMERICAN CHILDHOOD (4). The changing nature of childhood in American society,

THAT

10:30.

NEST.

1

I

Weekend wrap-up.
Tri-captain Nancy Smith scored the on- record 16:39 later with his 10th goal of the
ly goal for the Falcons early in the second season, with an assist going to Tod
half of the CMU game.
Johnson.

Stickers drop two
"Showdown Saturday" for Bowling
Green's women's field hockey team turned out to be "Slowdown Saturday" as the
Falcons grinded to a halt in Athens last
weekend, with Mid-American Conference
losses to Ohio University, 2-0, Central
Michigan, 2-1.
Falcon coach Pat Brett call OU's Bobcats, "by far, the best team we've faced
in the MAC." And the Bobcats proved it
by controlling momemtum in the latter
part of the first half, thanks to a one-goal
advantage.
They added another goal early in the
second half to finish off the Falcons.
BG's stickers finished in a three-way tie
with Central and Ball State for second
place in the MAC with a 6-3 record. OU
and Miami finished in a first-place tie at
8-1.
"We tightened up after the first goal
and they grabbed the momentum," Brett
said of the OU game. "Once you lose the
momentum, it's hard to get it back. We
took some nice shots on goal, but the ball
didn't go in for us."
Against Central, Brett said BG controlled the action, but a physical game
played by Central took its toll.
"This one was a very unfortunate
game," she said. "We had total domination throughout the game, but they has us
ratUed.
"It has been a long time since we've
played a push and shove game like this
one. We came away far more bruised and
battered than in any other game this
year."

Bob Theophilus completed the scoring
with a goal at 81:45, on Sebastiao Silva's
assist.

Golfers beat UT
Bowling Green's football team was not
the only group of Falcons to retain Northwest Ohio supremacy last weekend, as
the BG men's golf team defeated Toledo
in the fifth annual UT-BG Fall Golf
Classic.
The three-day tournament concluded
last Friday in Toledo.
BG's Dan Connelly and Toledo's B.J.
Claus tied for medalist honors with 45hole scores of 187.
The dual meet concluded BG's threeweek fall qualifying season for spring
golf.
Besides Connelly's 75-38-74-187 total,
BG's scores included Brad Turner's 7839-76-193; Jean LaRochelle's 78-39-78195, Pat Shaw's 82-37-79-198; Al
Paonessa's 76-45-78-199; and oandy
Stocke's 76-41-82-199.

Soccer still rolling
Bowling Green's soccer team ran its
record to 10-2-1, last Saturday, with a 3-0
victory over Ball State, in Muncie, Ind.
The Falcons let loose with three second
half goals in the win, the most ever by a
BG team in a season. Victor Oamast
opened the scoring at the 55:03 mark on
an assist by Don Popp.
That assist tied Popp with the team's
season scoring mark, and he broke the

JohnColtrane:

MONDAY
12/7/81/

RUFUSREID

Calendar ot Events

by Tracy Collins
News stall reporter
MADISON, WIS - The Badgers ot
Wisconsin proved to be unfriendly hosts
to Bowling Green's hockey team last
weekend, handing the Falcons 8-4 and 9-3
losses.
The Falcons were stronger opponents
than many of the 8,500-plus fans in
Madison's Dane County Memorial Coliseum had expected, but they were no
match for the defending NCAA champions.
"They had the strongest group of forwards we have seen," BG coach Jerry
York said. "Wisconsin had superior team
speed, and it really wore us down."
YORK HAD good reason to watch in
wonder as 10 of the Badgers' 13 forwards
and 14 of their 21 skaters scored against
the Falcons, led by John Newberry's four
goals and two assists over the series.
BG, on the other hand, was forced to
play almost half of the series without two
of their most productive forwards. Perry
Braun suffered a knee injury in the first
game, and will be out indefinitely, York
said. In game two, co-captain George
McPhee was given a game disqualification for spearing, just 36 seconds into the
contest. Due to NCAA rules, McPhee
must also sit out the opening game of this
weekend's series against Michigan State.
"You cannot afford to lose a good
player like George for a whole game,"
York said. "We had two forwards sitting,
and you could tell as the (second) game
went on that we got tired up front. We just
couldn't stay with them."

BG was able to stay with Wisconsin for
the majority of the two games, but it proved to be the remainder of the time which
sealed the Falcons' defeat.
WISCONSIN CAME out strong in the
opening period of the series with four
unanswered goals in the first 9:32, and it
seemed that a repeat of the Badgers' 20-0
defeat of the University of Windsor on October 16 was in the making.
The young Falcons retained their poise,
however, and whittled the Badger lead to
5-4 on Mike Pikul's power play goal at
2:49 of the third period. But it was a freak
play which proved to spell the end for
BG's comeback. Falcon freshman Garry
Galley blocked a centering pass from
UW's Bruce Driver past BG's Mike David
for a 6-4 Wisconsin lead. The Badgers added two insurance goals in the final 3:23
to ice the contest.
BG played two more strong periods of
hockey in the second game, but Wisconsin scored four unanswered goals in the
final period, including a power play goal
with 15 seconds left, to make it a rout.
"WE'RE CAPABLE OF playing 60
minutes with a team of Wisconsin's
caliber, but so far we just haven't done
it," York said. "Both nights we have been
able to stay with them for two of three
periods, but that just isn't enough."
It appeared that the Falcons would give
Wisconsin a fight in the second contest
when BG battled back from a 2-0 deficit to
tie the contest on goals by John Samanski
and Brian Hills. But from then on,
Wisconsin pounded goaltender Wayne
Collins and the Falcon defense.
Newberry led the charge with two goals.

TUESDAY
12/8/81

TIME
OF
EXAM

WEDNESDAY
12/9/81

THURSDAY
12/10/81

FRIDAY
12/11/81

Don't Miss...

DAY AND HOUR OF FIRST LECTURE

TheManand HisMusic

presented by Andrew While
Oct 29. 8:00p.m.. Bryan Recital Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center
Alpha Kappa Alpha Fourth Annual Undergraduate Roundup
Andrew White, Al Johnson. Jeff Halsey, Fred Hamilton
Oct. 31,9:00 p.m., Amani Room under the Commons

8 30am
10 30 am

8 30M

8.30 W
11.30 W

9 30M

8 30T

9 30T

10:45 am
12 45 pm

2 SOT

10.30 T

11 30 T

10.30 M

10 30W

12 30M

1 30 M

1230W
4.30 T

12:30 T

11 30 M

3 30 M

1.30 T

115 p m.
3:15 p m
•-■—

Bowling Green's men's cross country
team placed ninth among 13 teams last
Saturday at the Central Collegiates meet
in Ypsilanti, MI.
Junior Chris Koehler led all Falcon
runners with a time of 24:23, good for a
third place finish.
The Falcons totaled 198 points in the
meet, finishing behind Mid-American
Conference contenders Eastern Michigan
(5th, 147 points) and Western Michigan
(7th, 158). Finishing behind BG were:
Central Michigan (10th, 257), Northern Illinois (11th, 269) and Toledo, which placed 13th.
BG WON A DUAL MEET against Central Michigan by a score of 25-34 to finish
its dual meet season at 4-4.
Sophomore Chris Los was the next BG
runner to cross the finish line after
Koehler, placing 40th with a time of 25:23.
Other BG runners that placed were:
Tim Brennan (47th, 25:35), Bob Barrett
(52nd, 25:41), Holger Hille (56th, 25:44),
Chuck Pullom (57th, 25:45), Jeff Boutelle
(62nd, 25:51), Clark Fox (64th, 25:52) and
Dan Gruneisen (85th, 26:25).

Wisconsin sweeps icers;
BG drops to 0-4 mark

DAY OF EXAM

featuring Artists in Residence
and

Harriers 9th

*, Nm Oclokcr 27 IMI *

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
FALL 1*81

BGSU Jazz Symposium '81
Oct. 27-Nov. 6
ANDREW WHITE

The Falcons will host Cleveland State,
the top-rated team in the state, today at
3:30, at Mickey Cochrane Field.

IK

• • The Evolution of Bass Style
—»•••-—presented Rufus Reld
T
Nov. 2,1:30p.m., Bryan Recital Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center

BGSU Lab Band with Andrew White and Rufus Reld
Nov. 3,11:30a.m., Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center

FINAL CONCERT: Andrew White, Rufus Reid.
Fred Hamilton and Randy Gelispie
Nov. S, 8:00 p.m., Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center

ALLEVENTSARE FREE ANDOPEN TO THE PUBLIC
BGSU Jazz Symposium '81 is presented by
BGSU Minority Faculty Program.

3 30 p.m
5 30pm
5 30pm

6:00 p.m
8:00 pm

S30pm
MONDAY
EVENING CLASSES

TUtSDAV
EVENING CLASSES

4 30 ft S 30 p m
WEDNESDAY
EVEWNG CLASSES

4 30ft 530pm
THURSOAY
EVE NINO CLASSES

8 15pm
10.15 p.m.

6 30 1 7 30 pm
MONDAY
EVEMNG CLASSES

630* 7 30pm
TUESDAY
EVENING CLASSES

6 30 ft 7 30 p m
WEDNESDAY
EVENING CLASSES

<30t 730pm
THURSDAY
EVENKQ CLASSES

CS 101
CS 103

ACCT 221

MAIHOSO
MATH 110
MATH 124
MATH 125

MIS 200

ACCT 222

8:008:00 p.m.

SPCH 102

8:15 pm
10.15 p.m

BA 102

THURS. NOV. 5
8:00 PM
GRAND BALLROOM
UNION
TICKETS ON SALE

OCPLAMATKM
>MlMMlll>MW»cl<IM>IM«>l»l> TUMa«l"30T|.tcN«IU«llo..umm4«ci"««30.m Tlundn
12/10/81
A CMM tn« wn loi It* Itfsl Ml* m • wwH at 12 30 p m Mofldpy 112 30 Ml * KfwduM tor «iamnMon Ml 15pm Monday.

• The Source
e Finders
• UAO Office 9-5
3rd Floor Union
An evening of excellent entertainment.

Come Soar With Us!
Set yourself free and
take a glider ride

TONITE!
LIVE AT

Nov. 8 9:00-4:00
Cost: $25.00
Sign up now in UAO Office 3rd Floor Union.
**♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•«

JOE IS
INVOLVED...

STUDENTS SAVE 10 per cent on any hararyang
service For example, haircuts just $7.20...
shampoo $1 80

blow-dry styling only $3 60

Open weekdays 10-9. Saturday 9 7, and
Sunday 12-5
Appointments never needed, but recommended
for perms & coloring

Command IVrformancc
HAMtSTYIMCfOKMBIAmWOMOl
1072 N. Main Straat

182-estS

(Betoraen State Liquor Store ■ »•* f-Krog*

J

In addition to Joe's Involvement in the United
Way campaign, he has
been a member and past
?resident of the Board of
rustees for the Wood
County Human Services
(The Link); and a former
member of the Voluntary
Action Committee Board
of Trustees.
-RE-ELECTJOSEPH

CORRAL
FIRST WARD COUNCILMAN
CORRAL FOR COUNCIL
ALVINL PERKINS CHAIRMAN
20-E. REED ST

Political Advertisement

&

The Answer

10

TIK
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Sports
Domination:
BG romps past Rockets
by Chris Sherk
sports editor

Bryant "Cowboy" Jonas eyes the goalllne after diving up and over for BG's third
touchdown of the first quarter in last Saturday's 38-0 Mid-American Conference win
over Toledo at Doyt Perry Field.

Lanciaux leads Falcons
to second consecutive
women's league title
by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter
The Bowling Green women's cross country team captured its second Mid-American Conference championship in two years last
Saturday in Toledo.
Not since 1971 and 1972, when BG's men's golf team won MAC
titles, has a BG team won successive conference titles.
The Falcons virtually coasted to the title after a slow start. BG
placed seven runners in the top eleven positions on the 3.1-mile Ottawa Park layout with a team total of 21 points.
FRESHMAN JOANN LANCIAUX and junior Kathy Kaczor finished first and second with times of 18:12 and 18:32, respectively.
Eastern Michigan's Bonnie Arnold and Cheryl Scheffer finished
third and fourth, and were followed through the chute by BG's
Gidget Wicham (5th, with a time of 18:40), Terri Gindlesberger (6th,
18:42), Rosalie Cocita (7th, 18:44), and Bev Lynch (8th, 18:48). Sandra Cook placed eleventh with a time of 18:52.
The championship capped another outstanding season for BG
coach Sid Sink, and his runners with the future looking even
brighter. All of last Saturday's participants will be back in uniform
for next season, and Sink said the Falcons will be tough to beat in the
years ahead.
"We certainly will be strong within our conference in the years
ahead, but we will still need to improve ourselves in order to
challenge some of the larger schools outside of the conference," Sink
said. "Team-wise, winning the conference title is the climax of our
season."
The race was especially gratifying for Lanciaux, whose parents
had arrived to watch her perform only minutes before the start.
"I WAS GLAD my parents were able to see me run," Lanciaux
said. "They are real supportive of me. I knew they were coming, and
was worried they were not going to make it on time. Seeing them
there at the start of the race really gave me a boost."
Kaczor, a member of last year's MAC championship team, said
this year's title was more satisfying for her because of her overall
improvement from last season. "This race was especially more
satisfying for me, because I came in second and that was my goal for
the year," Kaczor said.
Wicham, who has roomed with Lanciaux this year, said the MAC
championship will give the team an added lift as the Falcons
prepare for the NCAA's District Four Regional next month.
"We really worked hard all season for this moment and we
thought we could do it (win the MAC) as a team," Wicham said. "I
think we have as good a chance as anybody in the regionals if we all
run well as a unit, like we have been doing all along.''
Eastern Michigan placed second in the meet with 77 points and
Western Michigan was third with 93 points. The other teams that
placed were Central Michigan (4th, with 97 points), Ohio University
(5th, 101 points), Kent State (6th, 151 points), Miami (7th, 171
points), Northern Illinois (8th, 274 points), Toledo (9th, 276 points)
and Ball State finished last with 292 points.

Denny Stolz gave his football
team the day off last Thursday,
just two days before The Game
with bitter-rival and MidAmerican Conference leader
Toledo.
Stolz may just make the holiday
a habit.
What Bowling Green's head
coach saw as a result of
Thursday's hiatus was Saturday's
football masterpiece, a 38-0 romp
over the Rockets before a
homecoming crowd of 21,250 at
Doyt Perry Field.
It was evident right from the
start that the Falcons were the
better-rested and better-prepared
football team, and they capitalized on their advantage in raising
their MAC mark to 2-2-1 and 2-4-1
overall.
"Things worked out the way we
thought - maybe a little better
than we thought," Stolz said with
a smile. "Our team controlled the
tempo of the whole football
game."
THE FALCON DEFENSE had
a lot to do with that, shutting down
(and shutting out) a Toledo offensive group that came into the contest leading the MAC in rushing
(256 yards per game), scoring (25
points per game) and total offense
(372 yards per game).
Toledo's stats for 60 minutes of
football looked more like those for
30 minutes, as the Rockets could
rush for only 152 yards and pass
for 83 for 235 yards of total offense. BG's 30-yard line was the
deepest penetration for the
Rockets all afternoon.
"We got beat in every phase of
the football game," UT head
coach Chuck Stobart said, after
his team (4-1 in the MAC and 4-3
overall) fell from league's summit into a tie for second with Central Michigan. Miami sits atop the
MAC standings at 4-0-1.

BG was also successful at containing the MAC's individual scoring leader in UT's quarterback
Jim Kelso. Kelso is at his best
when rolling out with the option to
run or pass, and he takes pride in
his ability to break tackles.
However, BG's swarming defense
would have none of that. They
limited Kelso to just 24 yards on
the ground (55 fewer than his
average) and 6 yards through the
air.
"WE WERE REALLY worried
about Kelso on the option," said
BG's hard-hitting defensive
tackle, Andre Young, whose stalking presence forced one of Kelso's
three interceptions on the day.
"We really wanted him;
everybody wanted a piece of
Kelso."
Young's "piece" of Kelso
resulted in the first direct score
by the Falcon defense this season.
With BG up 21-0 early in the second quarter. Young forced Kelso
to hurry a throw to the left flat
that wound up in the clutches of
BG's Shawn Simms at the UT 33.
Simms stumbled before regaining
his balance and high-tailing it into
the Rocket endzone for a four
touchdown Falcon bulge.
Simms had himself quite a day,
picking off three Kelso aerials in
his first start as a Falcon. Simms
stepped in at cornerback for Lee
Williams, the MAC leader in
tackles for a loss who suffered a
head injury a week before in BG's
17-10 win at Northern Illinois.
One Falcon who returned to the
starting lineup for the first time in
four weeks was junior split end
Shawn Potts. After catching 18
passes in his first three games
this fall, Potts pulled in just two
against Toledo, but both resulted
in scores.
With BG leading 7-0 on a 13-yard
ramble up the middle by Bryant

"Cowboy" Jones (the first of his
three TD runs) on BG's first
possession, the Falcons were at
the UT 34 on third down needing 15
yards to maintain possession.
POTTS WAS SENT on a fly pattern along the left sideline, with
only UT's Tad Wampfler to beat.
He did that and more, hauling in a
well-placed Dayne Palsgrove toss
at the goal line for the score.
BG's freshman placekicker
Gehad Yousef f missed his first extra point as a Falcon on the next
play, leaving the Falcon lead at
13-0.
"Dayne said he was going to put
it up," Potts said of the play. "The
pass was perfect. I thought they
were going to call pass interference on the play. He
(Wampfler) was all in my face."
Though he was officially
credited with only that reception,
Potts snagged another Palsgrove
pass later in the period, following
a one-yard touchdown dive by
Jones that bumped the BG lead to
20-0 in the opening period. Before
the Toledo game, the Falcons
were unable to score one
touchdown in the first half this
season; they had three in this
game.
BG WENT FOR the two-point
conversion after a delay of game
penalty. Palsgrove rolled left,
before throwing back toward the
goalpost to Potts, who grabbed
the ball before falling over the
back line of the endzone.
BG continued its scoring parade
the first time it had the ball in the
second half. Nine plays moved the
Falcons from their own 43 to the
UT 31, when the drive stalled.
With a 10 mile an hour wind at his
back, Youseff booted a 49-yard
field goal to set a school record
and give BG a 31-0 lead.
Two Falcon possessions later,
Jones completed the day's scoring, busting up the middle for a 30yard touchdown run.

Simms shoots for the stars in first start
by Joe Menzer
assistant sports editor
Last week, as Bowling Green's
football team prepared to battle
Toledo, head coach Denny Stolz
received the disturbing news that
cornerback Lee Williams, who
was leading the Mid-American
Conference in tackles for negative
yardage, would be out for the
game.
His replacement? Shawn
Simms - an inexperienced
freshman listed as a linebacker in
the Falcon media guide. In
Simms' only other appearance at
cornerback this season, he committed defensive pass interference on a key play against
Western Michigan.
Simms, to say the least, was an
unlikely candidate for stardom
before the game. But Saturday's
contest against UT had more than
its usual share of unlikely heroes,
and Simms was at the top of the
list.

a touchdown, I didn't think I was
going to catch it. When I first picked it off, somebody grabbed me. I
shook him off, but out of the corner of my eye I saw somebody
else coming. I didn't really know
how close I was to the endzone until I got to about the five-yard line.
It was a good feeling."
That interception, Simms' first
of the afternoon, gave BG a 28-0
lead with the game barely one
quarter old
As the game wore on, Simms
and his teammates lost little, if
any, of their enthusiasm. Simms
intercepted two more errant
Rocket launches and might have
broke one for another touchdown
if the intended receiver had not
tripped him up.
"Shawn Simms comes off the
bench and bingo," Stolz smiled
after the game. "He's a good
player, it did not surprise us that
he played well. That s good dep-

SIMMS SET THE TONE for his
fierce play by smothering UT
quarterback Jim Kelso at the line
of scrimmage on just the fourth
offensive play of the game for the
Rockets. Before he was done for
the day, the 6-1, 200-pound Simms
added three interceptions, including one that he returned 34
yards for a touchdown.
"I found out Wedenesday that I
was starting," Simms said after
the game. "A lot of guys told me
just to relax. I went out there real
fired up at first, but I tried to
relax because I didn't want to get
too tight."
While Simms was concentrating
on relaxing, UT quarterbacks
Kelso and Scott McNitt had little
time to do anything besides run
from Falcon pursuers. Kelso
started, and through the first
three quarters was able to com-,
plete just two passes (not counting the three he hit Simms for)
for six yards.
"We knew they were going to be
throwing out on the flats,'' Simms
said. "It was just a matter of slipping up and stopping them.
"ON THAT ONE THAT I got for

LAST YEAR'S NORTHWEST
Ohio Player of the Year also sacked Kelso once for a loss of three
yards on one play and made six
tackles in the game.
Simms was an all-conference
player as a linebacker and tight
end at Fremont Ross High School
last year, but was recruited as a
safety. Despite the presence of
Williams, who is a junior, Simms
may have found himself a new
position.
"On the running plays, it's not
real different from what I played
in high school," he said. "But in
the passing zones, it's a lot different."
Simms also realizes that
Williams, who missed Saturday's
game because of a slight head
concussion, is expected to return
to the lineup next week.
"Hey, I think he's one of the
best in the conference, too," said
Simms, echoing an earlier comment by Stolz. "On the field today,
he was telling me a few things
from the sideline.
"I ran't believe it, but I'm glad I
did it. It was exciting, especially
against an arch-rival like
Toledo."

photo by Tim Appel
BG cornerback Shawn Simms it off to the races on his 33yard return of an Interception for a second quarter
touchdown in last Saturday's 38-0 rout of Toledo at Oovt
Perry Field.
'

